
Product analysis

General: I have had the opportunity to get my hands on a variety of the Chic Bunny collection and have to say not 
only are they stylish and practical, they are very well made. Being hand made you can see and feel the difference 
with these products as it’s all in the small details.  I have had my samples travelling several times in my luggage 
between HK and Shanghai on my various trips and each item still looks new. I didn’t take any extra care to pack 
them, they were usually thrown in the luggage with other products but still look like they are just off the shelf, so 
one thing for sure is they are durable. 

I like the style selection My Chic Bunny have created using simple elements that provide a wide appeal to kids and 
young adults. The color selection is wonderful adding a nice splash of brightness without being overbearing.  Care 
has been given to ensure the least amount of damage or stress if put on the hair which is especially important when 
using hair accessories. 

Headbands

Headbands can be both decorative and practical accessories to wear whilst adding a little finishing touch to the hair 
they are great for keeping hair out of the eyes and to be used during any growing out process.  I have found the 
bands to be very nicely done and tightly wrapped ensuring their durability. The tension on the bands ads enough 
strength to hold without being uncomfortable (yes I did wear one to try).  The fabric is comfortable and does not 
catch the hair when being removed. I even put a set on my 11 month old daughter who seemed quite content with it
on her head and even when she did eventually drag it off it was smooth without any pulling. The ends of the bands 
although firm and not sharp so there will not be any digging into the skin. Some of the finishing is not consistent on 
each piece but being handmade I feel this is just a testament to the fact and is not in any way a fault in the product. I
have pulled on the bows and flowers for a bit of a stress test and found them to be nicely secured with strong glue.

Conclusion: A stylish and durable product with a great selection of designs and colors’. Great for long or short hair. 
These can be used for simply keeping the hair back off the face or adding a little finish to most hair styles. These are 
very flexible to use. They look great pushed back from the forehead adding some height behind at the crown.



Insects Clips

Don’t get distracted by the name, these are a very cute little designed clip which I believe young ladies will love. I 
think like me you will love the little details and colors of these clips and although yes they are insects think more 
ladybirds and butterflies.  The clip itself is sturdy with a slightly grooved edge to increase the gripping so these will 
work even on fine hair. The clips have good tension but are not uncomfortable. I have tugged them out of the hair 
and found that there is only a mild sense of pulling so the kids should not be put off even if they are a little rough to 
remove them.  The insects are available facing different directions also which makes using more versatile for 
different styles.  Each insect clip is accompanied by a straight clip in complimenting color so again there are several 
options to wear them.  Some options would be singular, symmetrical one on either side of the hair or even one on 
front of the other on the same side looks great. The clips are nicely finished and there is good attention to detail, the
more and closer I look the more I like them. 

Conclusion: Well-made and fun design, good color combinations and easy to wear. Great for adding to the side of 
any hairstyle, use for keeping sides back with hair up or even clip to the top of a ponytail to add something special.

Medium Size Clips 

The medium sized clips are may be more suited to older girls or young ladies. Using a double type clip with a more 
serrated edge these clips give a greater gripping strength to the hair. Again nicely made with good detail to the 
finishing. These are a simple design to add a little colour to a variety of styles with larger type bows or flatter more 
subtle bows they are one of the great must haves. I like these on the top of a ponytail to hide the elastic band and 
add some flavour to a simple look. I feel these clips are better for medium to thicker hair rather than fine hair. These 
clips are a nice piece to have on hand and is one of those items all gals should have in their accessory box.

Conclusion: Nicely made, great colours and simple designs. Better for medium to thick hair and slightly older girls. 
Good grip and nicely styled. 



Small Size Clips

The small clips are made with the same attention to detail as the larger and ad a more delicate look to the hair. 
These are good on fine to medium hair types and would suit girls of all ages including infants. There is enough 
tension to hold but not to make it uncomfortable or heavy on the hair. These come in a great variety of colours and 
styles so are very easy to mix and match different looks. The small clips can be used singular or as a pair and are 
delicate enough to even wear side by side if desired. 

Conclusion: Great for younger girls with a nice range of styles and colour. Delicate enough for fine hair without the 
risk of pulling. 

Medium Elastics

These decorative elastics are a great and simple way to brighten up those days where the hair just needs to be 
bulled back. The medium size elastics are more suited to thinker hair types or those with higher density of hair. 
These are more suited to the slightly older girls for better proportion of the larger bows or designs. The elastics 
themselves are fabric rather than rubber this reducing the damage and pulling on the hair. The bands are strong with
good tension and the bows are secured well so these will last even with frequent use. 

Conclusion: Comfortable bands for thicker or denser hair types. More suited to older or teen girls, good tension with 
lower risk of hair tangle or tearing. 

Small Elastics

These smaller elastics are great for the younger girls with a finer band suitable for most hair types. Those girls with 
very thick hair might want to go with the longer bands with beads as these would allow more security for thicker hair
types. The smaller diameter elastics come in different lengths, standard and longer with added bead decorations. 
These are great for single or double pony tails or even to secure braids. You can even double up on the single pony 
or braid by using 2 elastics giving double bows instead of single. The elastics have great colours and combinations to 
mix and match. I like the addition of the beads for the longer elastics as it just ads a little more style to the overall 
look. 



Conclusion: Great colours and styles. Gentle enough for finer hair but should give enough security to hold. Nice finish
with the addition of beads on the longer bands. Good mix and match.


